Derailment kills 40, injures 119

Associated Press

New Delhi, India- A dozen cars of a passenger train derailed in a rocky region of central India on Tuesday, killing 40 people and injuring 119 others, officials said.

The death toll was expected to rise, with at least 20 of the injured in critical condition, said Matthew John, director of railway safety for the Railway Ministry.

Officials said they did not know what caused the derailment of the 21-car Karnataka Express, which left the southern city of Bangalore on Monday for New Delhi and was carrying about 1,000 people. Officials said it ran off the track in a remote region between Lalitpur and Dailwara stations, 280 miles south of New Delhi.

Eight of the derailed cars rolled down an embankment, John said. About 16 of the train's cars carried passengers and the rest carried freight, he said.

About 20 people died at the scene and the rest died shortly after arrival at Lalitpur Civil Hospital, two miles from the accident site, John said.

Twelve of the most critical cases were moved to a hospital in Jhansi, the nearest major town, he said. Railway Minister Madhav Scindia arrived at the accident site to supervise rescue operations. All rail travel to southern India was canceled because wreckage blocked the tracks.

Ueberroth to speak at 1989 Commencement

Special to The Observer

Former baseball commissioner Peter Ueberroth has been scheduled to address the University of Notre Dame's 1989 Commencement Exercises on May 21.

The University's Department of Public Relations and Information revealed that Ueberroth, who will receive an honorary degree, will speak to approximately 1,700 undergraduates and 43 others wounded.

The lectureship was Time magazine's "Man of the Year" for 1984. He was named baseball commissioner in March 1984, and his term ended March 1989.

Ueberroth said that some of the accomplishments he is most proud of during his tenure as commissioner are the major efforts to eradicate drugs and increased fiscal health of the league.

Currently, Ueberroth is pursuing business interests, one of which is the purchase of Eastern Airlines.

Among the eight other persons to whom Notre Dame will award honorary degrees are: Coca-Cola USA, the beneficiary of the excellent performance of so many dedicated teachers in the primary and secondary levels by honoring one of the outstanding teachers in our local community, said Malloy. "Karen McKibben exemplifies the very best of the teaching profession."

McKibben will receive a doctor of laws.

Maynard discusses 'two different eras' at Smith Journalism Lecture

By NATASHA WILSON

Robert Maynard, editor and president of The Tribune in Oakland, Calif., and a nationally syndicated columnist, delivered the 1989 Red Smith Lecture in Journalism on Tuesday night at the Center for Continuing Education.

In his lecture, "Red Smith's America and Mine," Maynard discussed changes in American life and journalism during recent decades.

The lectureship, administered by the Department of American Studies, honors the late Red Smith, a 1927 graduate of Notre Dame and a revered sportswriter. Sponsored by Coca-Cola USA, the lectureship promotes the teaching of writing and journalism and recognizes high journalism standards.

The lectureship began in 1983, a year after Smith's death.

"Maynard is a commanding figure in American journalism. Like Smith, what Maynard has achieved directly influences the careers of others in the profession of journalism," said Associate Professor of American Studies Robert Schmeltz in his introduction to Maynard's speech.

In his address, Maynard distinguished between what he termed two different American eras. The first era, he said, occurred during his childhood in the 1940s and 1950s. It was the time when his "values were formed in part through reading journalists of the integrity of Red Smith and later another powerful inspiration, Murray Kempton," a previous Red Smith lecturer.

"I never knew Red Smith personally, but through his prose he affected me deeply because of the simplicity with which he articulated and the genuine feeling of a human being that came through in his work," Maynard said.

The second America of sport, he contends, is the fundamentally immoral exploitation of amateur athletes at colleges across the country.

The athletes who are particularly exploited are those recruited from their rural or inner city hometowns solely for their athletic ability, the fame and ticket and television revenues which they will bring to Others receiving honorary degrees are: Professor David Gardner, president of the University of California and professor at the University of California, Berkeley, doctor of laws.

Professor Friedrich Hirzebruch, director of the Max Planck Institute for Mathematics, Bonn, West Germany, doctor of science.

Professor John Kennedy, Roose Professor of Hydraulics and director of the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research at the University of Iowa, Iowa
Answering machines are full of disadvantages

I have a confession to make. I have finally been able to come to grips with my guilt, and to admit that I, too, have succumbed to one of the greatest evils on this campus: the answering machine. I recognized the vices of such a possession to be great, but there may be time yet to bring some potential buyers to their senses.

I have come to the conclusion that answering machine owners are just players in one big, electronic game. The goal is to leave the most creative or bizarre greetings, but ones that will prevent others from hanging up or changing their mind.

If you invest in a prerecorded greetings cas­sette, you're a cheat. And if you're always at a loss for original greeting ideas, you're dull and boring, and everyone who ever called won't hesitate to tell you so (or will at least offer to lend you his or her greetings tape).

All other answering machine owners campus­wide, become more creative, for it's your own surprise to get messages from them — no name, only an evil chuckle followed by: "Oh, I just wanted to listen to your greeting. I've heard so much about it."

One of the saddest facts about owning an answering machine is that you realize how many people don't call you. At least before, you could feel that you were really called and while you were out, and will try to get in touch with you later. But you can fool yourself no longer with your phone's silent light, sig­naling no messages, greetings you let off, a few others you might want to see. Pack it up and shipping it back early for the summer.

The fact is that very few people actually leave messages, and those that do just assume you know their voices by heart, or else they don't believe you'll get to listen to them. So that every guy on this campus is named John or anything, but sometimes a couple of hints might help.

If you really think about it, by purchasing answering machines, we are actually choosing to renounce our only means for an excuse when we don't want to return someone's call: "I didn't get the message." No excuse is worth a dime in the vicious world of the answering machi­ne.

I must admit that at first, my roommates were not as easily fooled as myself. They tried to warn me of the harms to come, but I was blindly obsessed with my new toy. In the end, they were so against the machine that for months they never forgot to turn it off whenever they left the room.

As time passed, however, the evil took hold of their sensible minds and they, too, fell victim. We became vultures each time we over heard a message, and quickly retreated to our room, overthrowing the machine by our phone even when the red light signaled only a single message. Even our entertainment took a demented twist. Secretly leaving embarrass­ing greetings to each other became fun for all, and we began to delight in the fumbles of our callers.

One of the more bizarre messages involved a simple "...who-turned-off-the-answering­machine?" inquiry, or because someone took it upon herself to erase all the messages after she alone had heard them.

But, as you can see, there really are no winners in the answering machine game. Sure, once in a while Prince Charming may leave a message but after the beep, but even then, he'd probably forget to leave his number.

-Michelle Berringer is a sophomore and an accent copy editor.

Last Lunch of the Year! An Italian lunch will be served at the University Center 11:30-1 p.m. tomorrow from 11:30 with proceeds going to the CILA Mexico Project.

Baccus General Meeting for all those interested in alcohol awareness program on campus will be held at the University Center, tonight at 6:30. For more info call Brian at 283- 1714.

Ushers are needed for all performances of the "Power and The Glory." Sign up at the Dept. of Communication and Theatre, 320 O'Shaughnessy Hall.

Observer Of Interests and other public service announcements may be submitted at The Observer main office on the third floor of Lafortune Student Center for Social Concerns, prior to the date of publication. Of Interest announces free, campus-wide events of general interest. Lecture Circuit announces on-campus and local lecturers. Campus announces other events of general interest, free or paid. The Observer reserves the right to edit all submitted materi­als and determine if and where announcements will be published. The Observer.
Harshman to receive 1989 Reynolds award

Special to The Observer

Daniel Harshman, executive director of the Logan Center, will receive the Notre Dame Alumni Association’s William D. Reynolds award during halftime ceremonies at the Blue-Gold football game, according to a press release from the Department of Public Relations and Information.

Logan Center is a South Bend agency that serves developmentally disabled people. Harshman, a 1968 Notre Dame graduate, began administrative work there in 1976 and was named the organization’s executive director two years later.

Harshman will be the fifth recipient of the Reynolds award since its inception in 1984. The award “is conferred on an alumnus or alumna doing exceptional work with youth for the betterment of the quality of life,” according to Alumni Association information.

Wachel chosen as ‘89 SMC valedictorian

KAREN BALCERZAK  News Staff

Deanne Wachel has been named as St. Mary’s valedictorian for 1989. Wachel is a chemistry/math major, from Munster, Indiana, with a cumulative grade point average of 4.0.

Wachel started out as a chemistry major, but discovered that many of her classes overlapped with those required for a math major. She discovered she liked the courses enough to do a double major.

When asked if she feels she’s made any sacrifices, Wachel responded, “I wouldn’t say it’s anymore than the average student goes through.” Wachel also feels that despite the commitment of her double-major, her social life has not suffered.

In addition to Wachel’s work, she has spent too much time on extra-curricular activities. In the past, however, she has been involved mainly in academic clubs such as the math and chemistry clubs.

Wachel has decided to work next year, but has not yet chosen a particular employer. As for any other future possibilities, Wachel said, “As of now I really don’t have any definite plans.” However, she said that tripled the number of Chicago area students attending Greensburg High School for her $18,000-a-year salary from real estate developer George Mallik and the alumni association for the couple formed, known as Mallikco.

He said he had researched investment opportunities in real estate and office building ventures in Fort Worth and New York and studied investments in a winery, in the movie version of the musical “Annie,” and in oil ventures and stock purchases.

Wright received a standing ovation at the end of his caucus speech, which included an admission that he had made some errors in judgment and “may have made some mistakes in my life,” according to participants.

He also told his fellow Democrats, who re-elected him as speaker just four months ago, that he did not want to continue to hold the post if he couldn’t be an effective leader of the party, according to one member present.

Emerging from the chamber, he told reporters: “I told them I intend to fight and I intend to win. I told them I have never done anything to dishonor this institution and I never will.”

Wright’s lawyer, William O’Dacker, was consulting with the ethics committee to arrange a speedy appearance for the speaker before the committee can answer the charges.

Following his speech, most Democratic House members interviewed voiced tentative support for Wright. Many said they had not yet read the ethics committee’s voluminous report formally charging him with 19 instances of rules violations, and added that they were waiting to see whether the panel would add all of those issues to a disciplinary hearing.

Rep. Timothy Penny, D-Minn., said he was most concerned about Wright’s book sales, which the ethics panel charged were used as a ruse to circumvent the rule that caps outside earned income at 30 percent of a member’s salary.

“If there’s a rigid interpretation of the rules, he’s OK,” Penny said. “But if there’s strong evidence they were trying to circumvent some limits, that’s a gray area.”

Penny said he did not attend Wright’s speech because he was uncomfortable with what he termed efforts by the Democratic leadership to make the ethics case into a test of partisan loyalty.

“We’re trying to make it us against them. Democrats against Republicans. That’s not the nature of these ethics questions,” he said.
The two men and the two gentlemen apparently left Erin’s father, Kevin Bower, was slightly wounded by flying injuries can heal with time, said Dr. Michael Levine, a plastic surgeon.

"It’s certainly a little more sophisticated than the average pipe bomb. It took a little bit of knowledge and quite a bit of investigation, said Dr. William Nunery, a specialist in ophthalmology, tic and reconstructive surgery, Petersen said, adding that the police released sketches of the men compiled from employees’ descriptions.

The men wanted for questioning, both believed to be about 30 years old, drew police attention with their nonchalant attitude following the explosion. "Usually people want to rush to see what’s going on. These two gentlemen apparently left while everybody else was going in the opposite direction," said Detective Sgt. Mike Koons of the Marion County Sheriff’s Department.

Police released sketches of the men who once sought to crush Solidarity and the one who vowed to revive it lasted for about one hour in a portable reception room in the parliament building on a wooded bluff near downtown Warsaw. It occurred one day after Solidarity was declared legal again.

Solidarity founder Lech Walesa later urged Poles to rebuild the union "skillfully and quickly."

Walesa is ‘satisfied’ with Solidarity’s reconciliation

Associated Press

Warsaw, Poland—Lech Walesa shook hands Tuesday with Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski, the man who once sought to crush Solidarity founder arrested in 1981, and the Polish leader said later he was satisfied by the symbolic reconciliation.

Walesa did not speak to reporters after the meeting with Jaruzelski, their first since Nov. 4, 1981. Five weeks before the martial-law crackdown.

A fragment of the emotionally charged session appeared on Polish TV news. "A mountain with a mountain. . ." said Jaruzelski as he greeted Walesa.

"I hope we will never part again," replied Walesa.

Jaruzelski’s greeting was the beginning of a phrase in Polish that in full goes: "a mountain with a mountain cannot meet, but a man can meet a man."

The face-to-face meeting between the man who once sought to crush Solidarity and the one who vowed to revive it lasted for about one hour in a portable reception room in the parliament building on a wooded bluff near downtown Warsaw. It occurred one day after Solidarity was declared legal again.

Jaruzelski rarely speaks to reporters, but after the meeting he gave an impromptu news conference. "I feel satisfied. We have come on a difficult and long way," he said.

"Reconciliation is a process not an act. So if we talk about an act, it is rather the round table," referring to the months of negotiations that led to agreements April 5 between the opposition and communist authorities.

Outside the parliament building after the meeting, Walesa smiled and shook hands with Jaruzelski. Gen. Czeslaw Kiszczak, the interior minister, and other party and government leaders.

Other opposition participants on the meeting. Many of them were imprisoned following the Dec. 13, 1981 martial-law decree issued by Jaruzelski to suppress the East bloc’s first independent trade union.

Official photographs showed Walesa and Jaruzelski laughing together. In one photograph, Walesa had a glass of cognac on a table in front of him.

Walesa wore his traditional Solidarity pin and a picture of the Black Madonna of Czestochowa, Poland’s most revered religious icon, on his lapel.

The occasion was a reception given by Jaruzelski immediately after the first meeting of the Arbitration Commission, a group set up to oversee implementation of economic and political reforms.

Jaruzelski did not exclude further meetings with Walesa. Jaruzelski led a reluctant Communist Party to allow reinstatement of Solidarity, and he hopes the movement will help in pulling Poland out of its economic crisis.

During its first legal phase in 1980-81, the union claimed 10 million members out of an 18 million member workforce. Union leaders expect Solidarity to attract 5 million to 7 million members now that it is legal again.

A government spokesman portrayed the meeting as a sign Poland has changed course after three decades ago agreements that also permit the opposition to field independent candidates in the existing parliament and a new 100-member senate.

Two suspects sought in Monday’s K-mart bombing

Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS—Two men seen leaving a K mart store after a pipe bomb exploded in the hand of a 5-year-old girl were sought Tuesday for questioning.

Erin Bower lost her left hand after a pipe bomb exploded in the hand of a 5-year-old girl at a Kmart store Tuesday morning. The girl apparently picked up the toothpaste tube from a shelf where trash bags were stocked toward the rear of the store, officials said.

The blast caused minimal damage to the store’s inventory.

The bomb’s fragments were shipped to an ATF laboratory in Washington for further analysis, Petersen said.

"It’s certainly a little more sophisticated than the average pipe bomb. It took a little bit of knowledge and quite a bit of time, said Dr. Michael Levine, a plastic surgeon.

"These injuries can heal with time and they can sometimes be repaired," Noonery said.

Erin’s left hand could not be saved, but the muscles and nerves in the forearm are intact, said Dr. Michael Levine, a plastic surgeon.

"I don’t think it’s beyond the realm of possibility or probably that she will ultimately have a prosthesis and be fairly successful with it," Levine said.

TEMPORARY INDUSTRIAL POSITIONS

Indianapolis manufacturer may be hiring temporary production employees for the summer season. Hourly wage will be $7.50. Positions will require shift work and overtime.

To apply, please call 1-800-438-0041

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V

Looking for a study break? Need a little laughter in your day?

Then come see:

TOM AIZALONE

Comedian extraordinaire!

Don’t miss him!

Show starts at 9:00

Thursday Nite

SHOW TO COME

ANZALONE

Laughter

 равелев
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Wednesday, April 19, 1989
Barriers Removed

Weider Peter Smith begins the task Tuesday of removing steel barriers which bar the way onto the Tottenham Hotspur pitch at their White Hart Lane, London, ground. Tottenham decided to move their barriers following the disaster at the Hillsborough, Sheffield ground, Saturday, when 94 soccer fans lost their lives in the crush against similar barriers.

HPC announces Rector of the Year

By PETER LOFTUS

Brother Mike Smith of Plan- ner Hall and Joe McKenna of Sorin Hall were both named Rector of the Year Tuesday at the Hall Presidents' Council banquet. Each rector is noted for his dedication to his respective hall. Both rectors are also com- mended for helping their dorms become involved in community service. Smith helped to establish a scholarship fund for a needy student in the South Bend area. It was announced that McKenna will be leaving Sorin after this semester to go to Ireland next year.

The Sauder Award for hall spirit was awarded to Lewis Hall. Lewis' unity and enthus­ iasm contributed to their championships in both inter­ hall football and interhall basketball. Both dorms were commended on their extraordinary and enthusiastic activi­ ties.

The HPC非常适合于休闲和特别的礼物。

In other business, the 1988-89 hall presidents elected Diane Tooeley of Pasquerella East and Megan Hanley of Pasquerella West to head the 1989-90 Hall Presidents' Council.

Gibson demonstrates software techniques

By SHANNON RYAN

Professor Jim Gibson, an art­ ist of the medium of electron­ pictures, demonstrated software and image manipula­ tion techniques as part of the Visiting Artista Program of the Saint Mary's art department on Sunday night in Moreau Hall.

Gibson, an art professor at Northern State College in Aberdeen, South Dakota, has been involved in the construction of animated videotapes via mi­ crocomputer for the past six years. Before entering the field, he was an expressionistic painter and a printmaker.

"Getting into animation was like being reborn," Gibson said. "After twenty or thirty years of art, it was very rejuvenating to discover this."

Using the Commodore Amiga microcomputer, Gibson demonstrated different steps in the animation process such as "tweening," which eliminates any need to redraw the entire image on the screen. Gibson uses several different pro­ grams to produce thirty seconds of animation which eliminates "barriers which bar the way onto the computer," he said.

Although, according to Gib­ son, the possibility of graphic art is computer software which has existed for twenty years, electron art has evolved only in the last ten years.

Gibson, who continues to work on the side, is currently experimenting with combining his paintings with animation techniques.

"Is the future people won't talk about "computers art?" com­ puters will be an accepted medium of fine art just like oil painting or water­color," said Gibson.

Speak

continued from page 1

City, doctor of engineering, Most Rev. Rev. Roger Mahony, archbishop of Los Angeles, doctor of laws.

Andrew McKenna, president and chief executive officer of Schwarz Paper Company, and a Notre Dame trustee, doctor of laws.

Chilton Wharton, chairman and chief executive officer of Teachers Insurance and An­ nuity Association College Retire­ ment Equities Fund (TIAA­CREF), New York City, doctor of laws.

Choose a profession that is interesting to you. It could be anything from medicine to law enforcement.

Gibson, "They (computer scientists) love things plastic, rounded, perfectly smooth. In my art you must still use artis­tic sensibilities."

Gibson said that he spends up to three months on the com­ puter to produce thirty seconds of videotape material. After transmitting the imagery from the computer to the VCR, he then adds the soundtrack, which is also computer-generated through a special program.

"My biggest challenge is that people who are habituated to television are used to things making sense and have a diffi­ cult time viewing my work. They don't want just one image moving around, they want something to happen, they want continuity," said Gibson.

As part of the graduation process, federal regulations require all students who have borrowed from the Stafford Loan Program (formerly Guaranteed Student Loan) and the Supplemental Loan for Students (SLS) to attend an exit interview before leaving the University. The exit interview will review your rights and responsibilities for repaying your loan(s), deferment options and loan consolidation benefits. For your convenience, we have scheduled ten exit interview sessions. Please plan on attending one.

Tuesday, April 18th
LaFortune 7:00-7:30 PM
Notre Dame Room 7:45-8:15 PM
Notre Dame Room 8:30-9:00 PM

Wednesday, April 19th
LaFortune 2:00-2:30 PM
LaFortune 2:45-3:15 PM
Notre Dame Room 3:30-4:00 PM
4:15-4:45 PM

Thursday, April 20th
LaFortune 7:00-7:30 PM
LaFortune 7:45-8:15 PM
Notre Dame Room 8:30-9:00 PM

For more information please write or call:
Terrence M. Johnson
The Monadnock Bldg
53 W. Jackson Blvd
Chicago, IL 60604
(312) 922-4022

SENIORS

WONDERING WHAT TO DO AFTER GRADUATION? THINKING ABOUT TAKING A YEAR OFF BEFORE LAW SCHOOL? OR MEDICAL SCHOOL?

A CHICAGO LAW FIRM IS LOOKING FOR PEOPLE WITH AN INTEREST IN LAW OR AN INTEREST IN THE MEDICAL FIELD.

IF THIS SOUNDS INTERESTING TO YOU PLEASE SIGN UP AT THE CAREER AND PLACEMENT CENTER OR AT COUNSELING AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER AT ST. MARY'S. WE WILL BE CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS AT ST. MARY'S AND NOTRE DAME MONDAY APRIL 24TH.

Join The Observer
WASHINGTON - The House voted overwhelmingly Tuesday to close 86 military bases and scale back five more despite complaints that the move will not save as much as advocates had promised.

By a vote of 381-43, the House rejected a resolution to disapprove the recommendations of the Commission on Base Realignment and Closure, giving the green light for Realignment and Transhuion Institute's recommendations to proceed. The commission's recommendations affect a total of 145 domestic military installations by closing some, reducing the operations of others and changing the missions of additional bases.

The commission recommended the following changes at Indiana installations: closing the Jefferson Proving Ground north of Madison at a cost of 290 jobs and an annual savings of $6.56 million and reorganizing two bases, the Indiana Army Ammunition plant in Clark County with no change in employment and Port Ben­jamin Harrison in Indianapolis with 1,309 new jobs. The law establishing the commission, the Base Closure and Realignment Act, requires that, once approved by the sec­retary of defense, the commission's recommendations proceed unless both houses of Congress vote to disapprove them, in which case none of the proposals would take effect.

The House action means the changes proposed by the com­mission will proceed. In debate before the vote, oppo­nents of the move said it would not save as much money as the commission projected. “This law simply does not save money,” said Rep. Jim Saxton, R-N.J.

He was jointed by represen­tatives from Illinois and Cali­fornia in saying that the plan would not save $694 million in the first year, or $5.6 billion over 30 years, as the commis­sion projected. “In terms of savings, I don’t believe they’re there. In terms of expenditures, I believe they’re underestimated,” said Saxton, who opposes the closing of Fort Dix in his home state.

Saxton cited a congressional report that said the closings in closing Fort Dix had been over­estimated by $26 million. The New Jersey representa­tive also noted that a report by the General Accounting Office, an investigative arm of Congress, had found that the commission used incorrect data in its analysis of Army training centers, including Fort Dix.

Had accurate data been used, Fort Dix would have been ranked first,” Saxton said. Rep. Terry Bruce, D-Ill., said the estimated savings rely on major defense policy changes, including reductions in person­nel, and not on the closing and realigning of bases.
Recent Catholic social encyclicals and the economy will be focus of meeting

The Recent Social Teachings of the Catholic Church: The Making of an Economic Countermeasure?

**Symposium Schedule**

**Monday, April 24, 1989**
- 12:00 Noon Lunch: Morris Inn
- 3:00 p.m. Session 1
  - 3:15 p.m. Break
- 3:30 p.m. Session 2
  - 4:15 p.m. Session 3
  - 5:00 p.m. Cocktails: Morris Inn
- 7:30 p.m. Session 4

**Tuesday, April 25**
- 8:00 a.m. Continental Breakfast: Olin Center
- 9:30 a.m. Session 1: A Third World Perspective
- 10:45 a.m. Coffee Break
- 10:00 a.m. Session 5

*All sessions will be held on the auditorium of the Center for Continuing Education*

**Wednesday, April 26**
- 8:00 a.m. Continental Breakfast: Olin Center
- 8:30 a.m. Session 2
- 9:45 a.m. Coffee Break
- 10:00 a.m. Session 6
- 11:45 a.m. Closing Lunch

**Opening Remarks**
- John O’Brien, Business Writer

**Speakers**
- Irene Fraser, a health project manager with the American Hospital Association in Washington, D.C.
- John Houck, professor of management at Notre Dame, and was over 10 years ago.

**Session 1**
- "The New Social Teaching of the Church"—by Williams and John Houck, professor of management at Notre Dame, and was formed over 10 years ago. Each symposium’s lectures are gathered and presented for future use.
- "All the papers are put out and then John (Houck) and I write the introduction to the book," said Williams. "These new books are used in many graduate courses and undergraduate courses throughout the country," he said.
- Williams said that the symposium will have a two-fold purpose:
  - "Businessmen who come will learn about what these encyclicals say about their economic system. The symposium will focus on three major encyclicals released by Pope John Paul II in the last ten years: Laborem Exercens (Human Work) and Sollicitudo Rei Socialis (Social Concerns of the Church).
  - "The general theme of the symposium is that we have a new dimension to economic decision-making," Williams said. "You can’t neglect how these decisions affect people, especially the economically poor. According to Williams, the symposium will focus on three aspects of these economic issues: what they have to say to laborers, to workers and to the American society in general.

**Session 2**
- "A good number, perhaps a third of the speeches, are focusing specifically on what the encyclicals have to say on the tax issue—a man who is an executive who is in U.S. business," said Williams. "Others will focus on some of the countercultural tendencies of the encyclicals, asking to lead a simpler lifestyle."
- Speakers for the symposium come from different disciplines according to Williams. The speakers come from the disciplines of philosophy, economics, law and politics. They include business professors, theologians, historians, community leaders and religious leaders.

**Session 3**
- "One of the keys is to get different people disciplines together to talk about these social teachings. It will not mean for us for our times," said Williams. "We add each year a lot of people. One of the most important things to do is to bring together different disciplines don’t speak with each other."
- While the symposium is free for students and faculty, according to Williams, it traditionally draws people from across the country. "At the past, we have drawn between 200 and 250 visitors (which do not include students and faculty) and we can expect to draw 300 for this year," he said.
- Williams said that he received about 200 requests for press credentials, including one from the Chicago Tribune.

**Session 4**
- The Center for Ethics and Religious Values in Business is co-directed by Williams and John Houck, professor of management at Notre Dame, and was formed over 10 years ago.

**Session 5**
- The symposium is sponsored by the College of Business Administration, the General Electric Foundation and the Hershey Foods Corporation, as well as the Center for Ethics and Religious Values in Business and the Center for Continuing Education.

**Session 6**
- "The Center has directed a symposium every two years since 1974," Williams said. "Every year, the Center has gained momentum; about two-thirds—24 million—are workers or their families. Their numbers have grown about 1 million a year since 1980, their ranks swell by workers who once held well-paying factory jobs and now work in the service industry.

**Session 7**
- "We have been prime supporters of the effort to get the state and federal levels to focus on the poor. Small businesses oppose mandatory health insurance, saying they cannot afford to provide health care benefits. In 1987, hospitals lost $2.5 billion in health care costs for which they received no reimbursement, or about 3.6 percent of their total costs, said Irene Fraser, a health project manager with the American Hospital Association in Washington, D.C.

**Session 8**
- Seven years later, losses for the poor rose to $7.2 billion, or 4.7 percent of total hospital costs, she said. Many workers are unable to pay their bills because their employers provide no insurance, and that may be too big an expense to be ineligible for assistance through Medicaid, which has wage and asset tests that vary from state to state to state.

**Session 9**
- "According to the National Governors Association, a family of four in Alabama could earn only $1,416 per year of household income, just enough to be eligible for Medicaid, while the same family in Utah could earn only $8,316.

**Session 10**
- "Many individual investors in municipal bonds have been turned off by the trend restricted to municipal bonds; in 1987 IBM Credit Corporation disclosed in a "book entry only" security to be listed on the New York Stock Exchange, and other uses range through the modern debt spectrum, from convertible securities to preferred stocks to mortgage-backs securities and warrants.

**Session 11**
- "So far, though, the issuers and investors have been only a little surprising. The trend to restricted to municipal bonds; in 1987 IBM Credit Corporation disclosed in a "book entry only" security to be listed on the New York Stock Exchange, and other uses range through the modern debt spectrum, from convertible securities to preferred stocks to mortgage-backs securities and warrants.

**Session 12**
- "In recent years, this approach, called "book entry only," has gained momentum rapidly as issuers have sought to reduce their costs by eliminating certifying for new bonds. Some individuals and institutional investors feel that certifying for new bonds is unnecessary, and they have the right to refund some of the money that they have paid in fees. Similarly, investors in municipal bonds who have made an investment in a "book entry only" security to be listed on the New York Stock Exchange, and other uses range through the modern debt spectrum, from convertible securities to preferred stocks to mortgage-backs securities and warrants.

**Session 13**
- "In recent years, this approach, called "book entry only," has gained momentum rapidly as issuers have sought to reduce their costs by eliminating certifying for new bonds. Some individuals and institutional investors feel that certifying for new bonds is unnecessary, and they have the right to refund some of the money that they have paid in fees. Similarly, investors in municipal bonds who have made an investment in a "book entry only" security to be listed on the New York Stock Exchange, and other uses range through the modern debt spectrum, from convertible securities to preferred stocks to mortgage-backs securities and warrants.

**Session 14**
- "Recent Social Teachings of the Catholic Church: The Making of an Economic Countermeasure?" will take place April 24-26 at the Center for Continuing Education.
LETTERS

To divers or not to divest

Divestment will not lead to a loss of funds for ND

Dear Editor:
The purpose of this letter is to respond to a particular point made in Tom Varmum's Viewpoint column of April 12, 1989. Mr. Varmum stated "If Notre Dame decides to divest, Keough (Donald, President of Coca-Cola and Chairman of the University's Board of Trustees) and Coca-Cola stand to lose money." Mr. Varmum's statement indicates that he does not comprehend the nature of modern financial markets. Once stocks are originally issued by a corporation, most subsequent transactions do not involve the corporation. Individuals and large institutional investors then buy to free and sell the stock as they wish, usually through various securities organizations. In plain English: Coca-Cola does not stand to lose money if Notre Dame decides to divest. Mr. Keough, the company, does not need to worry about the Wrights in Texas.

Dear Editor:
As a member of the Honors Program at the University of Notre Dame, I was very much offended by the inflammatory viewpoint article attacking this organization (The Observer, April 13). I would like to take the opportunity to respond to some of Mr. Hennig's points and set my record straight.

The Honors Program was not a factor in my applying to this university. The reason I did was that my mother wanted me to apply to at least one Catholic university. However, my eligibility for the Honors Program was one of the deciding factors in my coming to the university. I can safely say that it was a major factor in the decisions of several other honors students.

This decision was not motivated by any desire for "special treatment." I find nothing "special" in accelerated courses geared towards accelerated students unqualified in the first for "sufficient rigor and quality" in their academic career. Not everyone considers the bare minimum to be enough; the Honors Program is geared towards such individuals. As far as reasonably small freshman classes, consider the physics students who have to meet in Stepan Center. The allegations of sexual secrecy underlying the program are ridiculous. I have never been a part of any private, closed-door meeting that involved the program; in fact, our monthly colloquia are open to anybody who wishes to attend. We are not fostering an elitist program. As an honors student, I don't consider myself to be better than everybody else. I find the general herd of students as well the leaders of them. It is just like everyone else, and it is my belief that constantly making a public spectacle of ourselves would be as damaging as even more of an elitist move on my part than not bringing it to the public's attention. I find the Honors Program as a Big-8 firm, or as a grade-school teacher, we will all be brainwashed and bored with the workings of financial markets is essential.

Mr. Varmum has neglected to explain the reasoning behind his aforementioned quote. How then does he arrive at the conclusion that: "Apparently, with Keough and the board of directors, money talks and morals walk?"

We all must live in the real world after graduation. When there's one's course of studies and a career as a CPA in a Big-8 firm, or as a grade-school teacher, we will all be involved in managing our personal finances. In order to do so, a basic understanding of the workings of financial markets is essential. Maybe then, we would not be subjected to the type of misleading statements and flawed reasoning contained in Mr. Varmum's column.

Investing in South Africa goes against Catholic ideals

Dear Editor:

--No one who says that the argument is absurd, has bearing in the financial world.

--The Honors Program is not a factor in my apply to this university. The reason I did was that my mother wanted me to apply to at least one Catholic university. However, my eligibility for the Honors Program was one of the deciding factors in my coming to the university. I can safely say that it was a major factor in the decisions of several other honors students.

This decision was not motivated by any desire for "special treatment." I find nothing "special" in accelerated courses geared towards accelerated students unqualified in the first for "sufficient rigor and quality" in their academic career. Not everyone considers the bare minimum to be enough; the Honors Program is geared towards such individuals. As far as reasonably small freshman classes, consider the physics students who have to meet in Stepan Center. The allegations of sexual secrecy underlying the program are ridiculous. I have never been a part of any private, closed-door meeting that involved the program; in fact, our monthly colloquia are open to anybody who wishes to attend. We are not fostering an elitist program. As an honors student, I don't consider myself to be better than everybody else. I find the general herd of students as well the leaders of them. It is just like everyone else, and it is my belief that constantly making a public spectacle of ourselves would be as damaging as even more of an elitist move on my part than not bringing it to the public's attention. I find the Honors Program as a Big-8 firm, or as a grade-school teacher, we will all be brainwashed and bored with the workings of financial markets is essential.

Mr. Varmum has neglected to explain the reasoning behind his aforementioned quote. How then does he arrive at the conclusion that: "Apparently, with Keough and the board of directors, money talks and morals walk?"

We all must live in the real world after graduation. When there's one's course of studies and a career as a CPA in a Big-8 firm, or as a grade-school teacher, we will all be involved in managing our personal finances. In order to do so, a basic understanding of the workings of financial markets is essential. Maybe then, we would not be subjected to the type of misleading statements and flawed reasoning contained in Mr. Varmum's column.

Albert S. Maslovom Michael Chambers Notre Dame, IN April 14, 1989

EDITORIAL

Wright should resign if convicted

On Monday, the U.S. House ethics committee handed down what amounts to an indictment against the Speaker of the House Jim Wright. In their report and an independent counsel, Wright was charged with 69 violations of the rules of the House. Among the more serious charges was the allegation that Wright attempted to skirt the limit on speaking honoraria by having at least three separate organizations buy copies of his book, "Reflections of a Public Man." Wright would then profit by the extremely high royalties he received. It was also alleged in the committee report that Wright failed to report gifts received by him from a Texas businessman. This businessman also gave a job to Wright's wife and provided two residences for the Wrights in Texas. Unreported gifts violate House rules.

The House committee will now decide if there is enough substance to these charges to warrant bringing them before the whole House. If this happens, Wright's political future is in serious jeopardy.

If the allegations against Wright prove to be true, he should step down as speaker and resign his seat in Congress.

For some reason a different ethical standard has been set for the legislative branch than for those in the executive. This is not fair. Jim Wright is currently second in line to the office of the presidency. Should not the same standards apply to him and other members of Congress as apply to members of the executive?

Even if some of the allegations are not proven, Wright should resign. The scandal enveloping him has weakened the power of the institution of the House, the office of the speaker and the Democratic Party. The most powerful Democrat in the United States cannot and should not be envolved in a cloud of scandal.
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Addressing the troubles of the Americas

Model OAS conference puts students in center of Latin American debates

JANICE O'LEARY
accent writer

A tur a "grouling 17 hour bus trip" seven Notre Dame students arrived in Washington D.C. for a model Organization of American States convention. The OAS is an organization similar to the United Nations, but more regionally focused. The students posed as delegates, representing Argentina for one week, from April 2-7. Those who went included Matt Crowley, Karen Julka, Tarsney, Margaret Branick and Mike Faehner.

Notre Dame was one of 32 schools which participated in this year's model OAS. The schools represented countries from the Caribbean, South America, and Latin America. The delegates arranged their meetings in the actual OAS building, and members of the OAS itself ran the separate committees. The participants split up into different committees for the work - Political, Economic, Education and Scientific, Budget and also a General Committee that addressed more important issues, from the Falkland Islands to drug problems.

The Fourth Committee of Administrative and Budgetary matters discussed the financial situation of the OAS. Each day began with a breakfast gathering, and then at 9 a.m. the formal meetings took place. During these formal meetings, the representatives of each country presented their proposals to the five committees.

Before the students broke for lunch they held caucus sessions, during which people in each committee would try to gain support for their proposals in one-on-one confrontations. Also, in the event of a stalemate, or if debate became too heated, the delegates would break into caucus groups in order to redefine their positions. Afterwards, they would vote on various resolutions proposed by other "countries." Once again there were caucus and committee meetings and then dinner.

Early in the conference, Notre Dame "set a reputation for being easy to get along with and knowing what we were doing," according to Matt Crowley.

For entertainment, both formal and informal parties were held each night. "The Grandfather Clause made life a lot more fun," he commented.

Crowley, a junior, was elected president of next year's model OAS. The campaigning started on the Wednesday of the trip and he needed the signatures of 5 other delegates to support his nomination. The election went through four run-offs before Matt finally prevailed.

He founded the OAS group at Notre Dame in 1986. The University has been sending students, who are selected through Latin American Studies, to the conference for several years, but Matt felt that a more formally planned and more thoroughly prepared group should attend the model OAS in Washington.

For the future, the group is looking towards a North American model United States. Crowley remarked that Auburn and Emory Universities have extended invitations to Notre Dame to compete. Margaret Branick, one of the Notre Dame delegates on the Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Committee said, "I would recommend the experience extremely for students interested in international relations or government and South American affairs."

Preserving the integrity of journalism

Robert Maynard's efforts have brought greater minority involvement and higher standards to journalism

SARAH VOIGHT
accent writer

Throughout his ascent from a weekly newspaper to his current position as a nationally syndicated columnist, Robert Maynard has never lost his concern for the credibility and future of the field of journalism.

Maynard, the editor and president of The Tribune in Oakland, California, delivered the annual Red Smith Lecture last night at Notre Dame. Maynard has loved journalism for as long as he can remember. "Journalism has been a lifetime love affair with me. Even when I was a child of six or eight I would tell stories at the dinner table. My love of writing has continued to blossom into a lifetime vocation."

As Maynard grew older and was exposed to more and more aspects of the field, he discovered a growing scarcity of minority reporters. In an attempt to remedy this problem, Maynard founded the Institute for Journalism Education in 1977. The Institute, which Maynard directed for almost two years, trains minorities for careers in journalism.

Maynard explains, "I realized that out of the 40,000 jobs in the newspaper profession less than seven-tenths of one percent were filled by people of color. I felt that something needed to be done to increase this number. We needed to introduce the concept of recruiting and training minorities for jobs."

Maynard's mission for the Institute was to end "many editors' constant refrain that there are no qualified minority journalists. We opened up our doors (of the Institute) saying, 'It's not true what the editors are saying. We have tried to introduce the hiring of minorities.'"

The Institute involves an eleven week "boot camp" that gives its students an intense training in the basics of journalism. After this session the Institute helps assign its graduates to small newspapers.

What is the most important basic rule that the Institute can impart to its students? Maynard believes that the most challenging and crucial role of journalism is simple: "to always name sources and to get the truth."

Maynard continues, "Ever since the Watergate scandal it has been fashionable to rely on unnamed sources. As a result, the credibility of the institution of journalism has been greatly eroded. We have began to lose the confidence of the public."

Maynard cites other important changes that have occurred in journalism since he has been involved in the field. "Now it is much more driven by technology. When I began, everything was slow, much slower, strictly black and white, and more labor intensive."

Now journalism has entered a high speed, high tech environment. "There has been a change for the better as far as information being able to be delivered more quickly."

Nevertheless, Maynard realizes that this massive influx of information available to the public today can also cause serious problems. He elaborates, "In a sense our values have been degraded. Now there is so much concern with scandal and minutia that I wonder if people feel the need to read sensationalism just to keep their interest."

Despite Maynard's busy schedule, he still finds time to read a bi-weekly column. "I enjoy the fact that in spite of being deeply involved in the operation of a large business, I can still find the opportunity to express my views on the news on a regular basis.

Michael F. Muldoon
Rice shines in his return to spring football drills

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Associate Sports Editor

After missing two practices in a row, junior quarterback Tommy Rice returned to action with a vengeance in Tuesday's scrimmage at the Lotus Center.

Rice went 10-of-19 for 143 yards, with freshman flanker Reggie Gray catching four balls. Derek Brown and Pat Eilers also finished with two receptions, and Ryan Mihalco caught one pass for 41 yards.

SPRING FOOTBALL PRACTICE

"We wanted to give a lot of kids a chance to see what they said of the scrimmage. "We wanted to give Tony some work and start putting a team together," said defensive line coach Frank Jacobs, who caught five passes for 47 yards, while freshman flanker Reggie Gray caught the third catch for 41 yards, Derek Brown and Pat Eilers also finished with two receptions, and Ryan Mihalco caught one pass for 41 yards.

On the defensive end, linebacker Michael Smith intercepted a Kent Graham pass and defensive back Greg Davis forced a fumble. That marked the last regular scrimmage of the practices.

The Blue-Gold Game, held on Saturday afternoon officially ends spring practice. "I feel we made a lot of progress," Holtz said in evaluating this spring. "There were times that we could have progressed further, but we've come a long way. Our defensive line and offensive line stayed healthy with the exception of (Bryan) Flannery, a defensive lineman, injured his knee during spring practices.

EXTRA POINTS: Rice will play in the Blue-Gold Game. He will quarterback the Blue team for one quarter and the Gold team for the other. He will start at quarterback. --- Brett Hickey and Jim Bowers will be the two kickers who are kicking and punting chores, respectively, for both teams in Saturday's game. --- Holtz is bringing in two local figures to coach the Blue-Gold Game. Area businesswoman Jay Jordan and sports anchor Jeff Jefferis will be calling the games.

GOLD TEAM WINS BIG

ATLANTA -- Tommy Greggs fifth of the game, a single with one out in the third inning, scored Lonnie Smith and gave the Atlanta Braves a 1-0 lead over the Houston Astros Tuesday night.

Gregg had two doubles, three singles and a walk, the first of his career, in four at-bats as many as four hits in a game and was the first five-hit game for a Brave since June 27, 1968, when Androm Thomas did it against San Francisco.

Joe Boever, 1-0, got the win with 2 2/3 innings of shutout relief, Dave Smith allowed the tying run after giving up a double to Smith and Gregg's winning hit.

RANGERS, BROWNS

ARLINGTON -- Cecily Eap had four hits, stole three bases and scored three times on RBIs by Rafael Palmeiro as the Texas Rangers beat the Cleveland Indians 10-8 Tuesday night.

Bobby Witt's four-hit pitching. Robertson touched for 10 hits in six innings as the Rangers, 6-5, cleaned up their TV situation. They have the couch sections in our room.

SPORTS

COAL OIL COMPANY

TEXAS MEMBERS

GREAT THINGS ON SALE

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

Note: Please see page two for rentals and more sales.

LOWEST COST LICENSE PERIOD ON

June 9, 1989
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Sports Wednesday

**Baseball**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National League</th>
<th>Atlantic</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Central</th>
<th>West</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>6-4</td>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>3-3</td>
<td>5-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>6-4</td>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>3-3</td>
<td>5-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>6-4</td>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>3-3</td>
<td>5-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>6-4</td>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>3-3</td>
<td>5-6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tuesday's Results**

- Montreal 12, Chicago 9
- Philadelphia 7, St. Louis 5
- Pittsburgh 3, Cleveland 2
- Milwaukee 5, Cincinnati 2
- New York 4, Los Angeles 3
- San Diego 5, Seattle 2

**Wednesday**

- Baseball vs. WESTERNORTH, 4 p.m.
- Softball at Southwest Missouri College, SMC softball vs. NAZARETH COLLEGE, 3 p.m.
- Thursday: SMC tennis vs. BUTLER, 3 p.m.

**Scores**

- Men's tennis: Notre Dame 5, DePaul 3
- Women's tennis: Notre Dame 6, DePaul 5
- Men's tennis: Notre Dame 4, Lake Forest 1
- Softball: Notre Dame 10, Marquette 9
- Softball: Notre Dame 3, Marquette 2

**Ireland**

**Baseball**

- Chicago leads series 1-0
- Game 1: Chicago 5, St. Louis 3
- Game 2: St. Louis 5, Chicago 3
- Game 3: Chicago 8, St. Louis 5
- Game 4: St. Louis 7, Chicago 5

**Softball**

- Chicago leads series 1-0
- Game 1: Chicago 2, St. Louis 1
- Game 2: St. Louis 1, Chicago 0

**Saturday**

- Baseball vs. DETROIT (2) at Comiskey Stadium, 4 p.m.
- Baseball vs. Creighton at Creighton, 2 p.m.
- Softball vs. DePaul Tournament, 1 p.m.
- Women's tennis vs. Creighton, 1 p.m.
- Men's tennis at Indiana, 1 p.m.

**Sunday**

- Baseball vs. Boston College at Boston College, 12 p.m.
- Softball vs. DePaul Tournament, 1 p.m.
- Women's tennis at Creighton, 1 p.m.
- Men's tennis at Indiana, 1 p.m.

**Monday**

- Softball at Creighton, 3 p.m.
- Softball at St. Louis, 3 p.m.

**Tuesday**

- Notre Dame vs. Chicago, 7 p.m.
- Softball vs. Kansas State, 3 p.m.
- Baseball vs. Iowa State, 7 p.m.

**Ireland Baseball**

**Baseball**

- Chicago vs. St. Louis
- Game 1: Chicago 5, St. Louis 3
- Game 2: St. Louis 5, Chicago 3
- Game 3: Chicago 8, St. Louis 5
- Game 4: St. Louis 7, Chicago 5

**Softball**

- Chicago vs. St. Louis
- Game 1: Chicago 2, St. Louis 1
- Game 2: St. Louis 1, Chicago 0

**Scores**

- Men's tennis: Notre Dame 5, DePaul 3
- Women's tennis: Notre Dame 6, DePaul 5
- Men's tennis: Notre Dame 4, Lake Forest 1
- Softball: Notre Dame 10, Marquette 9
- Softball: Notre Dame 3, Marquette 2

**Ireland**

**Baseball**

- Chicago leads series 1-0
- Game 1: Chicago 5, St. Louis 3
- Game 2: St. Louis 5, Chicago 3
- Game 3: Chicago 8, St. Louis 5
- Game 4: St. Louis 7, Chicago 5

**Softball**

- Chicago leads series 1-0
- Game 1: Chicago 2, St. Louis 1
- Game 2: St. Louis 1, Chicago 0

**Saturday**

- Baseball vs. DETROIT (2) at Comiskey Stadium, 4 p.m.
- Baseball vs. Creighton at Creighton, 2 p.m.
- Softball vs. DePaul Tournament, 1 p.m.
- Women's tennis vs. Creighton, 1 p.m.
- Men's tennis at Indiana, 1 p.m.

**Sunday**

- Baseball vs. Boston College at Boston College, 12 p.m.
- Softball vs. DePaul Tournament, 1 p.m.
- Women's tennis at Creighton, 1 p.m.
- Men's tennis at Indiana, 1 p.m.

**Monday**

- Softball at Creighton, 3 p.m.
- Softball at St. Louis, 3 p.m.
- Baseball vs. Iowa State, 7 p.m.

**Tuesday**

- Notre Dame vs. Chicago, 7 p.m.
- Softball vs. Kansas State, 3 p.m.
- Baseball vs. Iowa State, 7 p.m.
Irish softball splits pair with Illinois-Chicago

By MARY GARINO
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame softball team travelled to Chicago on Monday to take on University of Illinois-Chicago and came away with a split of a doubleheader.

The Irish, now 20-15, shut out UIC in the first game by a score of 2-0. The game was marked by strong pitching on both sides. Notre Dame’s Missy Linn, a freshman from Allen-town, Pennsylvania, allowed only two hits in extra innings. She was matched by UIC’s pitcher until the ninth inning.

Rachel Crossen and Ruth Knak were the hitting stars for the Irish. Knak led off the ninth with a single and advanced to third on successive sacrifices by Laurie Sommerlad and Megan Fay. Crossen then drove Knak in with a solid single, and eventually also scored to add an insurance run for the team.

Linn set down the side in order in the bottom of the ninth to secure the Irish victory.

Knak finished the game with a 2 for 3 line score and a run scored. Crossen was 1 for 4, including the game winning RBI which added another RBI to her team leading total of 14. "It was an excellent softball game," stated head coach Brian Boulac. "We played extremely well. Their pitcher gave us a lot of trouble, but we stuck with it. It was a great team effort."

Captain Barb Mooney said the second game this afternoon was a close Eck Pavilion.

The Notre Dame softball team split a double-header with Illinois-Chicago Monday, to raise its record to 20-15. The Irish now prepare to play a pair of games against Southwestern Michigan College, Wednesday, an afternoon’s games were successful.

"Anytime we play an established Division I program and play as well and as tough as we did, you have to pat them on the back because it was a good effort," Boulac said.

Boulac pointed out that the defense was in top form, adding that there were several fine plays by the infield. "The kids are playing very cause of rain. This may prove to be a tough test for the Irish because SW Michigan played competitively earlier in the season against some of the top junior college teams in the country, Lake Michigan."

"This could be a close match-up. Generally they’ve had a good softball program in the past," Boulac said. "We can’t take them lightly."

The first game will begin today at 3:30 on the Notre Dame softball field next to the Eck Pavilion.

Sparky's
continued from page 16

Elster ties record for consecutive errorless games

NEW YORK — Kevin Elster of the New York Mets played his 72nd consecutive game without an error at shortstop. That the best in

Elster matched the mark set by Detroit’s Eddie Brinkman in 1972. Elster handled eight chances without a mistake in the Mets’ 7-1 loss to Philadelphia.

His streak started last year, his rookie season. He can set the record Wednesday night against the Phillies.

"I’m happy I tied it. I’ll be happier tomorrow night," he said.

"If I get 73, I won’t have to worry about it as much."

"Five or six games into the season, I knew I had a streak," he said.

"I’m aware of it, especially tonight. When you’re down six or seven runs, there’s not much else to think about."

Elster’s final two chances Tuesday night came on grounders that stayed down.

"The last two played the night game on the field, especially after nine innings," he said. "I just told myself to try not to do something stupid."

Elster has handled 234 chances during his streak. Brinkman made 301 consecutive plays without an error.


Happy Birthday
Tracy
19 down - 2 to go!

Love
Cath and Barb

ALICE IN WONDERLAND
doors open 8:00/show starts at 8:15
Colleen, our queen, Is 21! What fun! Enjoy GBY, Love, Your fam damily

MAY 19, 20, 21
COMMENCEMENT WEEKEND
UNIVERSITY FOOD SERVICES
Needs Student Assistance HELP WANTED

Notre Dame, Saint Mary's and Holy Cross students planning to be here through Commencement Weekend: We have jobs available, serving the 1989 Commencement Activities

JOBS: Waiters, Waitresses, Laborers, Expeuters

Sign up in the Basement of South Dining Hall
Betty Zimmerman (239-5449)

Wednesday, April 19, 1989
The Observer

Cats continued from page 16

little bit, he'll start to take on more of a pitching role." Binkiewicz is a competitor in the classroom as well, majoring in Biological Sciences and achieving a 3.33 GPA last semester.

His accolades extend into the musical sphere, as Binkiewicz played an accordion-like instrument called the concertina ("I hate when people call it the accordion," he quipped) at the freshman baseball team talent show, to the delight of his teammates.

"I played some polka," said Binkiewicz. "I come from a strong Polish ethnic group, and that's the kind of music I grew up with and listen to."

All these talents have his coach very high on his future. "Joe Binkiewicz brings a special fiber to this team," said Murphy. "He's a tough kid. It doesn't matter what they call him, if you're tough enough, if you're tough-minded person that loves to be in tight situations, you have a little ability you can go a long way. I think that toughness is going to come out in the next few years in a leadership type of way."

Binkiewicz is adding well to the college game. In his senior year in high school, he led Wintersville high school to their biggest adjustment as he played some accordion," "I think that toughness is going to come out in the next few years in a leadership type of way."

ABOUT NORTHWESTERN:
The Wildcats are currently 12-23-5 in the Big 10 conference, after being swept in a doubleheader against Northwestern. Their pitching has been one of their strong points this year. While their hitting has been consistently strong throughout the year, their pitching has been inconsistent. The team has a strong, experienced pitching rotation, which has helped to keep the team's ERA down.

The Wildcats are led by head coach Stan Starns, who has been with the team since 1985. Starns is known for his aggressive pitching styles and his ability to get hits from his hitters. The team has a strong defense, with players such as John Buscher and Matt Killian, who have been key players for the team this season.
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Bengals interested in Heck, but Colts may take him first

Associated Press

CINCINNATI — The Cincinnati Bengals, looking for an offensive lineman in Sunday's NFL college draft to fill a void created by free agency losses, are interested in Notre Dame tackle Andy Heck, but may not get a chance to select him.

Heck, a 6-6, 290-pound, 4-fooftree offensive lineman, says he thinks the Indianapolis Colts are interested in him. The Colts draft Sunday in the No. 22 position, while the Bengals will draft second-to-last among the NFL's 32 teams by virtue of their Super Bowl appearance last season.

The Bengals also would like to draft a running back as a dependable reserve for starters James Brooks and Elder "Ickey" Woods, and they are interested in finding another solid linebacker. Bengals coach Sam Wyche said his team is impressed with Texas A&M linebacker John Roper.

"We've got our eyes on Roper, along with some others," Wyche said Monday. "He fits the mold of an NFL player, and he would fit a need. He's not going to play in this league."

Cincinnati has for some time had a strong interest in Heck. A tight end until his senior year in college, Heck was rated no. 12,000 daily?

Question: How do you reach over 12,000 people daily?

Answer: Buy Observer ad space. Call 239-6900.

Observer classifieds will be accepted from 9am-3pm M-F at the Observer offices, 314 LaFortune.

Observer classifieds will be accepted from 9am-3pm M-F at the Observer offices, 314 LaFortune.

Andy Heck

continued from page 16

fan, but he has not expressed any particular preference for a particular team. He's only hoping that when he receives a phone call Sunday, it's the real thing.

but he about wanted to kill But- ter after that..."

Heck said he thought he also had a good workout for Bengals offensive line coach Jim McNab.

The Colts declined comment on what players they are interested in. But Colts coach Ron Meyer, like McNab, is known to have a fondness for tackles in the near 300-pound range.

The Bengals are hurting in the offensive line after losing reserves David Douglas and Dave Smith as free-agent players signed by other teams since the 1988 season. In addition, starting lineman Joe Walker may miss part of the 1989 season as he recuperates from reconstructive knee surgery that caused him to miss the playoffs and the Super Bowl.

The Colts also have a clear need at tackle. Starters Chris Hinton and Kevin Call both had injury-plagued seasons in 1988, and the Colts line has been criticized for not giving star tailback Eric Dickerson more blocking support. Of 204 of his 388 carries last season, Dickerson gained three yards or less.

If Heck is picked before Cincinnati's draft turn, the Bengals may have to choose between taking another offensive lineman and being stuck in the void. The Bengals are interested in tackles David Williams of Florida and Ralph Norwood of Louisiana State.

Heck is picked before

Andy Heck, a 6-6, 290-pound senior tackle, has picked up 25 pounds since the NFL scouting combine in February to make himself more tempting pick for the NFL draft. The Bengals and Colts hope to get Heck as a first-round pick.
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Men, women continue play in Bookstore tourney

By GREG GUFFEY
Assistant Sports Editor

The motto for Malicious Prostitution in Bookstore Basketball XVIII is simple—get the job done as quickly as possible.

After a 13-minute romp last week, Malicious Prostitution needed just 15 minutes to dispose of 5 Guys Who Can't Score Inside 21-4 Tuesday afternoon.

The winners used a running offense and shot 21 of 31 from the field. Jim Flynn paced Malicious Prostitution with six hoops and Joe Sternberg added five.

“We just got the rebound and ran,” Sternberg said. “We took three outside shots the whole game.”

Evidently, the team members know the game and will not remain that easy as the tourney progresses. After the romp, they went to the Rock to work on improvements.

“We've been getting into some bad habits playing against guys under six foot,” Sternberg said. “We were working on different kinds of defenses. I think we were playing pretty well overall.”

It took longer for Clockwork Orange to advance to the third round, 21-11 over Stinky Pinky's. Like Malicious Prostitution, Clockwork Orange won in 12 minutes last week.

Clockwork nailed 21 of 47 field goal attempts in the victory. Frank Stams, Don Sharp and Tom Kraus scored five baskets each to key the winners.

“Give Stinky Pinky's all the credit,” Stams said. “They came out smelling and broke down quickly.”

see HOOP / page 13

Irish baseball ready for Wildcats

By SCOTT BRUTOCAO
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame baseball team, coming off a weekend against Dayton in which it won three out of four but was not at the top form in doing so, faces Northwestern at Jake Kline Field at 3 p.m. today.

The Irish, 27-7, scored 44 runs in four games against the Flyers, but the pitching staff allowed 25 runs, 18 of them earned.

“The pitching staff was very discouraging,” said Irish coach Pat Murphy, unhappy that the staff raised its ERA to 3.55 from 3.43 in eight games. “The pitchers got away from what they were capable of. The mental intensity was not there.”

More bad news is that junior pitcher Ed Lund, who started the first 23 games for the Irish at catcher, injured his shoulder diving back to first base after his game-winning single in the second game against Dayton on Saturday. Lund will be sidelined against Northwestern today.

The whole team is not struggling, however, as the Irish have won 11 of their last 12 games. Team batting average has jumped from .260 to .355, helped by a .397 performance during the four-game stint with Dayton.

One player who has come on strong is freshman Joe Binkiewicz, a power-hitting first baseman who is currently on a six-game hitting streak.

Against Dayton, Binkiewicz was 7-for-10, including 6 RBI. He had three hits and three walks in the 22-9 romp over the